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OVERCONSUMPTION:  Increase in clothing consumption registered in the past few decades, due to clothing price
fall and Fast Fashion pace 
UNDERUTILIZATION: Increased production speed and constant availability of new collections has led to a change
in consumer perception of apparel, clothing utilization has decreased by 36% compared to 15 years ago

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation,2017

In China 80% to 90% of fabric, yarn, and plastic based fibres are
made in water-scarce or water-stressed regions

Water
consumption

Producing textiles has a higher release of emissions: producing 1 tonne of
textiles generates 17 tonnes of CO2 equivalents (vs plastic 3.5- paper 1)

CO2 
emissions

Today's level of biochemical flows already exceeds the safe operating
space by more than 220%. Cotton production alone uses 2.5 % of arable
lands and 16% of all pesticides used in the world

Chemical
hazard

35% of primary microplastic come from plastic based textiles washingMicrofibers 
release

Today humankind produces 2.1 billion tons of textile waste per year. This
high volume is due to the fact that the majority of materials used in the
production of garments cannot be recycled after use.

Waste
creation
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TAKE

The urgent shift from Linear to Circular 

Source: Global Fashion Agenda and BCG, 2017

Consumption of clothing is predicted to grow in the
near future due to emerging markets that will adopt
western consumption habits.

In 2050 Clothing sales could reach 175 million
tonnes, that is three times today's amount.
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The Role of Innovation

Modularity, Design for
disassembly and recyclability

Foster garment  versatility,
durability, recyclability and
avoid early disposal 

Collaborative consumption
models reduce clothing
production requirements,
allow multiple owners,
extend PLC, foster garment
durability  and brands'
responsibility on materials

Reduce water and chemicals
requirement and CO2
emissions
Close the loop, look for
efficient recycling technologies
to allow and scale up textile
(mechanical, chemical)
recycing

Reduce environmental
footprint looking for less
impactful materials.
Optimize water consumption,
avoid microfiber shed
Foster durability, recyclability,
biodegradability of garments.



Subsciption Rental

Business Model Innovation

Date-to-date Rental Resale

The customer selects a specific garment to rent and upon a one-
off fee he can access it for a set time, it's profitable from a mid-
market segment, because there are variable costs (postage,
packaging and processing, cleaning, feasible number of rentals)

Pricing in the mid-market segment charging 25% of the retail
price for rental would result in profitable operating margin after at
least 15 rentals, used for dresses and outdoor sports

The customer, after paying a subscription fee, has the possibility to
access a limited number of garments (ex. 4) with unlimited/limited
exchanges, for a set amount of time

 Subscription-Rental vs Closed loop Subscription  (specific product
categories such as baby clothing)
Benefits: retention on materials, fostering take back schemes, allow
circularity

The customer pays a one-off fee to the retailer to purchase a
previously owned garment
The second hand market is predicted to exceed fast fashion by
$20b by 2028. GenZ driving the resalemarket growth (changed
perception)
Customers' Benefits: economic incentive like cash or voucher,
reduction of waste, increase in garment life, access to higher quality
item from a previously out of budget brand or retailer.

Collaborative consumption models

Source: Accenture Strategy and Fashion For Good,2019 Source: Accenture Strategy and Fashion For Good,2019 Source: Accenture Strategy and Fashion For Good,2019



Analysis
Rental cases Resale cases



Findings

New promising subscription rental models: VIC, MUD jeans : educate on a responsible consumption model
and foster circularity

Italy
Rental market initial difficulties in understanding this service and now it's still attached to date-to-date rental
Resale market is underexplored but hides a potential (active users on existing platforms)

Covid-19 acceleration:
-Brands alternative revenue channel to manage unsold stock
-reduced spending power, rental as a way to access high quality items at a fraction of the price
-registered traffic on existing platforms (get value from what consumers own)

Opportunity: Collaboration with startups to implement  private rental/ resale channel:
-trust
-data collection
-unsold stock



CONCLUSION

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation,2017

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation,2017
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Materials

innovation

Natural fibers alternatives, by-products from other
industries

Synthetic fibers alternatives to reduce microplastics
and decouple textile production from oil

Biomimicry

Collaboration between well established firms and
start-ups 

Technological innovation to optimize resource

utilization (water and energy)

Innovation on dyeing techniques to reduce chemical

usage

Recycling technologies (fabric, yarn,  mechanical

recycling and polymer chemical recycling)

Process

innovation



DRESS YOU CAN INTERVIEW

Italian rental market works only for special events,
they want to introduce new products like menswear,
fitness and sportswear. 
(in 2019 Twinset introduced rental service)

Rental channels can be seen as a solution to manage
returned products and unsold stock 

END OF LIFE : Items are donated to charity or given
back to brands/private renters. DYC would like to
introduce collaborations to increase circularity

Importance of bricks-and-mortar store for fitting
and experience



VIC (Very Important Choice)
INTERVIEW

Bricks-and-mortar store/ showroom is
important for an educational porpouse,
to spread awareness on sustainable
fashion and rental service, not only for
fitting reasons as their offering is day-
wear oriented

END OF LIFE: responsibility on materials
and want to implement upcycling
programs as brands are not yet ready to
deal with this phase



LIZEE INTERVIEW

Obstacles for brands in implementing a resale channels:
reverse logistics and refurbishing services, shift from
focus on product to service

Today Lizee has a logistics centre, but in the future they
want to be a technology and software provider 

Brands should implement rental channels in the post-
Covid-19 for 3 reasons: overstock management,
consumers preference shift, reduced spending power 

Advantages for brands in implementing direct rental
channels over collaboration with indipendent rental
platforms: data collection, profitability increase,
brand image, established brands reputation


